Scripture

Name
Dropping

Exodus
3:1-15
Burning Bush

• consider how the presence of spirit makes a place holy
• examine ways God has been faithful through generations
• ponder how the act of naming reflects a deeper knowing
• be assured that God knows us by name

Name
Calling

Luke 19:
1-10
Zacchaeus

• understand that Jesus loves beyond assumptions and
divisions
• identify how our personal labels create limits
• identify their power to transcend labels
• covenant to move beyond labels and practice acceptance
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Luke
1:57-66
Elizabeth names
John

That’s Not My
Name

Ruth 1
Naomi names
herself

Name
Tag

Genesis
32:22-31
Jacob becomes
Israel

Friday

What’s in a
Name?

Matthew 16:13-18
Simon becomes
Peter

More than a
Name

Exodus
3:1-15
Burning Bush
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Home

2022 Summer Camp Curriculum, “What’s in a Name?”
Campers Will

• explore the expectations placed on them
• identify ways they are pressured to follow the crowd
• learn that challenging norms can be liberating
• see the ways God is nurturing something new in them
• discover people in the Bible named difficult feelings
• be empowered to claim their own identity
• be encouraged to respect the experiences of others
• consider faith may not lead to easy answers
• consider how pivotal moments can change their identity
• explore how a spiritual encounter can reroute one’s path
• acknowledge moments that have forever changed us
• examine how we mark important moments
• recognize names can be a reminder of their potential
• realize potential is not always immediately fulfilled
• embrace failure as part of their story
• be empowered to live into their story
• recognize that identity lies more in who you are that what
you’re named
• know encountering the holy cannot be limited by words
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